
 
 
 
January 31, 2023 
 
The Honorable Merrick Garland The Honorable Pete Buttigieg 
Attorney General Secretary of Transportation 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20530 

1200 New Jersey Avenue, SE 
Washington, DC 20590 

 
Dear Attorney General Garland and Secretary Buttigieg: 
 
On behalf of the Boston Red Sox, I am writing to express our strong support for JetBlue’s 
acquisition of Spirit Airlines.  Combining the two carriers under the JetBlue brand will create a 
highly competitive national low-fare challenger to the big four U.S. airlines that together control 
about 80 percent of the U.S. market. 
 
Since it started flying people around the country in 2000, JetBlue has been a low-fare disruptor 
that has put pressure on other carriers to provide better service.  From the outset, JetBlue has 
provided important customer amenities, which over the years have come to include free live 
television and Wi-Fi, free unlimited snacks and drinks, and more coach seat legroom.  JetBlue’s 
service offerings have benefited JetBlue customers as well as people who fly other airlines, as 
legacy airlines have responded to this competition by lowering their fares and improving their 
own service.  
 
Beyond these amenities, in our extensive experience dealing with JetBlue, we are always 
impressed with JetBlue’s culture and its focus on people.  When we flew to the White House 
with our World Series trophies, we flew on JetBlue – and the crew made it a unique, memorable 
experience for all of the passengers.  When we bring our own front office and families and our 
most valued business partners from Boston to Ft. Myers for spring training, we fly JetBlue.   
 
And JetBlue’s commitment to people includes charity.  When Hurricane Maria devastated Puerto 
Rico, JetBlue quickly and generously arranged for a plane to bring Red Sox personnel – 
including our manager, Alex Cora – and desperately needed supplies to the people there.  In 
short, this is a company with a heart. 
 
Consistent with its focus on people, we expect that the proposed acquisition will benefit Spirit’s 
current employees.  We understand that current Spirit team members will become JetBlue 
crewmembers, and will all be extended JetBlue’s 23-year commitment to no involuntary 
furloughs.  Because JetBlue’s current wage rates are higher than Spirit’s, Spirit employees will 
see an increase in pay.  JetBlue’s strong commitment to its employees is another reason to 
support this transaction.  
 



 
A larger JetBlue will introduce a fifth national competitor providing greater access to JetBlue’s 
award-winning travel experience and offering more route choices for travelers.  JetBlue has a 
strong record of stimulating travel through lower fares.  When JetBlue enters new routes, the 
legacy airlines consistently respond by reducing their fares.  As a result, consumers have greater 
access to these lower fares on multiple carriers, and the number of travelers increases on the 
route as fares go down.  
 
After acquiring Spirit, JetBlue will still be less than half the size of each of the big four legacy 
airlines – and far from the size of these dominant carriers created by mergers approved over the 
past 20 years.  The JetBlue-Spirit merger will benefit consumers and communities as JetBlue 
brings its award-winning service and lower fares to more routes.  In addition to providing an 
immediate benefit in JetBlue’s six existing focus cities, it also facilitates access for JetBlue to 
grow and deliver as a highly competitive national low-fare challenger at legacy airline hubs 
including Atlanta, Dallas-Fort Worth, Detroit, Las Vegas, Los Angeles and Chicago. 
 
While the Spirit brand would sunset, other ultra-low cost carries will continue to operate in the 
United States.  Two new airlines, Avelo and Breeze, have grown rapidly.  Frontier and Allegiant 
both have significant aircraft order books and Sun Country launched 34 new markets in 2021.  
JetBlue has also preemptively offered to divest Spirit’s current holdings in New York and Boston 
as well as five gates (and related ground facilities) at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International 
Airport, creating meaningful opportunities for low-cost carriers to grow at key constrained 
airports. 
 
On behalf of the Red Sox, I support your prompt review and approval of this combination to 
create the national low-fare airline challenger that consumers and communities need. 
 
 Sincerely, 
  
 
 Troup Parkinson 
 Executive Vice President/Partnerships 
 
 
cc: Joshua Dover 
 
 


